WOMPATUCK NEWS
Native American Stone Formations
By Jim Rose, FOW News Editor and Historian

This story is an update of Issue 50.
Old rock walls and stone mounds
are prevalent throughout New
England. Hikers take for granted these
stone formations were the result of
early colonialists. However, that’s not
always the case. Native Americans
have left their mark thousands of
years before.
This past spring I decided to go for
a hike in the woods of Holliston and
Milford, Massachusetts with the
Holliston historian Joanne Hurlbert.
She pointed out several stone
formations that were left by the local
Native Americans.
New England Mountain Bike
Association owns 43 acres there and
is frequented and enjoyed by FOW
members. Secretary Bill Boles helped
protect the land. A hillside plaque
honors him and others for their
efforts.
I’ve been hiking in the area since
1989. I always assumed all those
stone mounds, strange formations and
rock walls were the result of the early
white settlers. Little did I realize they
were put there also by the local
Nipmuc tribe. In the 1990s I found an
arrowhead in the area.
Hurlbert recommended I read
“Manitou: The Sacred Landscape of
New England’s Native Civilization”
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by James W. Mavor, Jr. and Byron E.
Dix for a good background read on
Native American stone structures.
Doug Harris, a Native American
preservationist for the Narragansett
Indian Tribal Historic Preservation
Trust, says many of the rock walls
constructed by Native Americans
were aligned to mark solar horizon
events. Rock walls were also used as
snake effigies, conduits, ceremonial
markers, artistic creations or signs of
respect. Native American historians
refer to their rock walls as stone rows.
Harris was featured three years ago
on the Rhode Island channel WBUR
TV discussing Native American
history.

Doug Harris

How does one know if a rock wall
is built by colonial settlers or is a
Native American stone row?
Mavor and Dix’s view: “The
colonial scenario applies to structures
high and sturdy enough to serve as
practical fences or to retain earth. In
these, the stones were stable, fit
closely and had large areas of contact.
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Native American stone row in Milford

But many stone rows do not fit the
pattern. They are loosely built with
large gaps between the stones and
with boulders precariously perched or
easily moveable, suggesting quite
different functions and probably
different construction procedures.”
According to “How to Identify
and Distinguish Native American
Ceremonial Stone Structures from
Historic Farm Structures” by James
and Mary Gage, walls that follow a
rambling path and link natural
features such a water source, boulder,
and bedrock crevice, fit Native
American criteria. Also, if walls
follow a serpentine shape with a
boulder or cairn at the end, it is
probably a Native American snake
effigy.

Snake effigy in Milford
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Native American features can also
be attached or integrated into the wall
such as C-shaped and V-shaped
embrasures, single notched standing
stone, attached enclosure, and boxedin niches.

Sometimes mounds have a
quartzite rock on top. It’s supposed to
act like a protective mechanism that
blocks out disruptive or uninvited
spirits and at the same time allows
invited spirits to enter. It is also a
symbol of honor.

usually face east towards a distant hill
and the rising sun.
In practice, Native American
physicians or shamans used the prayer
seat to gain and renew healing
powers. They also dance, fast, pray
and meditate in a vision quest ritual at
the prayer seat.

Stones covering bedrock fissure
Diagram by James and Mary Gage of
Native American embrasures and
enclosures

In the case of stone mounds or
cairns, Mavor and Dix state that they
had a variety of purposes such as:
burial mounds, effigies, horizon
markers, event locations and
memorial donation mounds. Mavor
and Dix claim New England has over
100,000 mounds.
Holliston appears to have several
memorial donation mounds in its
conservation lands. The purpose of a
memorial mound is similar to today
when we light a votive candle upon
the death of a loved one. For Native
Americans at the time, when a
grieving tribal member passed the
mound, they would say a prayer into a
stone and add it to the pile for a
blessing into the afterlife.

Stone mound with quartzite rock
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Native Americans also blocked out
uninvited spirits by placing stones
over fissures in bedrock. Hockomock
was the bad spirit (deity of death and
disease). Manitou was the good spirit
(Supreme Being and creator of all
things).
Boxed-in rock niches are portals to
the underworld. Gifts were placed as
an offering inside to call forth a spirit
from the underworld. Gifts were not
monetary but something you value
like tobacco or corn. Only invited
spirits were allowed in niches.

I brought Cathy Weaver Taylor of
the Narragansett Indian Tribal
Historic Preservation Trust to the
prayer seat to get her input. She took a
compass reading and indicated it did
face east towards Miller Hill,
Holliston two miles away.
I hiked to Miller Hill and found
numerous stone mounds, effigies,
stone circles, and a chamber. The
effigies appear to be of turtles which
represent health, fertility and
longevity for Native Americans.

Holliston boxed-in niche

Holliston chamber

After the Holliston hike, I showed
Doug Harris a photo of a strange rock
formation I discovered on the
Holliston-Milford border. He said it
was a Nipmuc prayer seat. They
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Holliston prayer seat

The stone circles have multiple
meanings. They can portray the sun,
moon, cycle of life to death, rebirth,
family ties, and protection.
At the foot of Miller Hill I also
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discovered a Native American
monolith. Similar to totems,
monoliths are considered sacred and
can symbolize the ancestor of a tribe
and thus fulfill a tutelary function.

Sacred perched boulder in Milford

Three years ago, Doug Harris led a
history tour in Upton, Massachusetts
of a Nipmuc chamber and a Native
American site on Pratt Hill.
The chamber is a Native American
solstice observatory and Pratt Hill is a
peak that contains horizon marker
mounds and stone rows.

Holliston monolith

sunset and the Pleiades sightline pass
over a lake. Mavor and Dix state:
“Thus hydrography and topography at
the Upton site indicate a cosmology in
which the Pleiades and water are
parts, with the Pleiades representing
the earth mother, observed from a
stone chamber buried in earth.”
In Holliston, I also discovered
stone formations oriented on a northsouth-east-west compass
configuration that pointed to the
solstice dates. Holliston’s chamber
also faces in the same direction
(azimuth = 300 degrees true) as the
Upton chamber.

Upton chamber
Pratt Hill horizon marker mound
Animal effigy head (bear?) in Holliston.
Bear represents strength and courage.

New England topography contains
numerous extra-large boulders left by
the glacier called “erractics” or
perched boulders. Native Americans
considered them sacred and
performed ceremonial rites around
them.
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The chamber was first believed to
be a root cellar built by the settlers in
the mid-1600s. However, recent
dating analysis puts it before the
arrival of white man.
Pratt Hill and the chamber were
used by Native Americans to key in
solstices, equinoxes and celestial
constellations. Basically, the
chamber, sun, stars, and mounds were
utilized as a calendar. The summer
constellation Pleiades was very
important to Indians. It indicated the
time of the year to plant corn and
other activities.
In Upton, the summer solstice
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The Native Americans were
dependent on the solstice and equinox
dates to plan their year ahead such as
when to plant crops, catch the salmon
run and move to winter hunting
grounds etc.

Upton’s Pratt Hill astronomical
calendar made with stone monoliths.
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As far as Wompatuck State Park
Indian sites, former supervisor Steve
Gammon said there is evidence of
Native Americans at three spots in the
park.
“The first is a cave-like Native
American rock shelter with traces of
carbon inside between N32 and N33
near the missile test building,” wrote
Gammon in an e-mail. “The second
are stone paving circles used as floors
for Indian huts near Aaron River
Reservoir. The third is a cave-like
Native American rock shelter just
Northeast of NS10 to the right of the
trail.”
I discovered a niche-cavern and
effigy-looking stone mounds at the
second site. The closest tribe living in
the area in pre-colonial times was the
Quanohassit (where the town
Cohasset got its name).
The park’s Burbank Boulder at
NS9 could also be a Native American
sacred perched boulder.

Native American rock shelter near NS10

Bare Cove Park also contains
evidence of Native Americans.
Ranger Scott McMillan said
archeologists have discovered
numerous artifacts near the Back
River. The site is situated near Route
3A adjacent to a new condominium
development.

stones which we have described,
whether piles of placed boulders, split
rock, or outcropping ledges, have
spirits, as do the plants and animals
and the forces of water, wind and heat
and cold which form the landscape.
The Great Spirit is all these taken
together and is the land, sea and
sky…The Europeans found a native
people who saw themselves as part of
the whole of nature, without special
privilege, and who treated the animate
and inanimate objects about them as
equals, all having supernatural
aspects, called Manitou.”
Holliston Historian Joanne Hulbert
showed me several Manitou stones in
the town’s woods. Usually, they
portray a human figure with a head
and shoulders.

Back River Indian site in background

Native American rock shelter near
missile test building

Stone effigy near Aaron River Reservoir
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In retrospect, Mavor and Dix
summarize: “The prevailing view that
Native Americans in the east confined
their use of stone to hand-held tools,
weapons and implements of
subsistence is false. Stone played a
cosmological role of vital importance.
The record suggests that astronomical
events were recorded as both
cosmological and calendrical
guidelines over several millennia,
practices which included short and
long range astronomical and visual
alignments linking centers of
activity…In the Indian way, all these
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Manitou stone in Holliston

For Algonquian groups, Manitou is
the spiritual and fundamental life
force in Native American theology. It
is omnipresent everywhere:
organisms, environment and events. It
is the supreme supernatural force that
pervades the natural world. It is the
all-encompassing spirit that interacts
with humans and natural phenomenon
such as animals, plants, geographic
features and weather. Manitou:
defeater of evil spirits and creator of
all things.
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